Product Descriptions

Photo editing and management software for Mac users.
Overview
Real-time operation and a fully customizable interface make ACDSee Pro (Mac) one of the fastest, most efficient
pro-level photo editing and management solutions out there. Add a powerful 64 bit RAW processing engine and a full
kit of non-destructive editing tools, and watch your post-production workflow fly. Optimized for the MacBook pro with
Retina display.

Powerful Features
Fly through all your post-production with customizable batch presets, and a powerful RAW processing engine. Perfect
your images with patented LCE (lighting and Contrast Enhancement) technology and a full toolkit of non-destructive
editing features. Keep all your digital assets organized. With a full suite of management options plus an all-in-one
powerful search tool means you’ll never lose track of any photo.

Work Smarter. Finish Faster.
When you’re up against a deadline - or faced with thousands of photos - every minute in post-production matters.
Access your existing collection without waiting. Unlike catalog-based photo application, you don’t need to spend
valuable time importing files that are already on your system and connected devices. When you browse a folder on
your system, you’ll see thumbnails of your photos right away. Plus your external devices are automatically detected, so
you can copy images onto your hard drive with drag and drop ease.
Visually tag images with one click. Identify groups within a large number of photos for further processing using customizable Color Labels. Assign a specific color with each step of your personal workflow, so you can glean at a glance
where each image is at in the process. You can also eliminate digital clutter. Let ACDSee Pro 3 find duplicate files so
you can free up valuable space.
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